Morphological assessment of neuronal aggregates in the striatum of the rat.
Regional variations in cell-packing density, culminating in the formation of cell clusters, is now a recognized morphological characteristic of the striatum that has been correlated, in some instances, with either regional histochemical variations or the distribution pattern of afferent fiber systems, or both. Within these cluster regions a further level of organization exists, in the form of discrete neuronal aggregates. The light microscopic morphology of these neurons and the nature of their intercellular contacts at the electron microscope level form the focus of this report. The neurons composing such aggregates are characterized by contiguous soma-somatic or soma-dendritic contact with extended regions of junctionlike symmetrical and consistent contacts where the distance between the cytoplasmic membranes of apposing neurons narrows to as close as 7 nm. Coated vesicles close to the contact areas are common. Three-dimensional computer reconstructions of serial 1 micron sections through aggregates in either the caudatoputamen or nucleus accumbens reveal "chains" of contiguous cells that frequently involve as many as 60 neurons. These contiguous cell aggregates are discrete entities within the larger clusters or islands. It is postulated that the cellular aggregates may represent the fundamental level of striatal organization and may be local modules for intrinsic information processing, modifying extrinsic data processed through the biochemical compartmentalization of the striatum imparted by striosomes, neuropeptides, and dopaminergic, thalamic and cortical afferents.